CAMPING VAN MANUAL
AWNING
A 1.5 metre roll out bag awning features off the side of the Camping Van.
- Photos are of our Cape Camper awning, as assembling is identical.
STEP 1 : Unzip awning bag.
STEP 2 : loosen valcro tabs & slowly unroll awning until leading edge is
exposed.
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STEP 3 : Have one person holding middle of leading edge, over head, while
the other begins to swing, twist, extend & lock vertical poles into a height
position. Now release horizontal poles by slightly twisting, extending & then
locking into the small hole on each leading edge corner.
(The horizontal poles are located under awning close to Camper Van, as in
photo below)
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Gently twist and extend horizontal pole, swinging out on a 90 degree angle –
now line up end with hole and twist pole to lock into position.

STEP 4 : Adjust height if need be and secure with guide ropes and pegs
provided.

STEP 5 : Reverse awning procedure to pack away.

CONTROL PANEL
The Control panel is located in the rear cab on the passengers side, under the bed.
Upon switching on controls the 30 litre fridge, 12 volt water pump, 12 volt plugs, 12 volt
fan, and exterior LED light.
Each will light upon upon turned on.

12 VOLT AND USB OUTLETS
The 12 volt/USB outlet is located in the rear cab on the passengers side, under the bed.
An inverter can be plugged into the 12 volt outlet and any USB charger into the USB
outlet.

KITCHEN, FRIDGE & WATER PUMP
The kitchen, water pump and fridge are in the rear of the Camper under the bed.

KITCHEN
The kitchen houses storage, prep table and deep sink.
The Kitchen slides out upon releasing 2 leavers (orange tabs).
These leavers need to be pulled at the same time & then the kitchen can be fully
extended.
When fully extended will lock into position.
Drain hose will automatically go to the ground (as in photo).

COOKING
There is one single burner gas cooker in the Camping Van.
- One full gas cylinder per 4 days is complementary.
- Ensure to use cement board underneath cooker at all times.
- Ensure to unlock and put away butane canister after use.
- Ensure to cool cooker & wipe over after use.
* Do not use this cooker inside of Camper.
* Cook away from Camper.
* A wind guard is provided to assist cooking amongst the elements.

12 VOLT WATER PUMP
The 55 litre water tank is connected to a 12 volt water pump.
Water comes out of the little blue hose (very quickly) upon switching on the pump.
The water pump will not activate unless the control panel switch is turned on.
To turn on your water flick the single white switch - water should then flow.

FRIDGE
The fridge is a 30 litre draw fridge.
The fridge will not activate unless the control panel switch is turned on.
The fridge temperature control will also need to be turned onto half. This is located inside
the actual fridge & seen in top right side of photo.
To open, gently pull up the silver handle and to close push back in all the way.

BED CONVERSION
The bed size is double and cushions left in position your entire hire.

12 VOLT FAN
There is a 12 volt fan in the rear.
The Fan will not activate unless the control panel switch is turned on (Blower).
On & Off button is at the top (3 speed fan, continue to press off)

WATER, 240 VOLT POWER & FUEL FILLER
To fill up the 55 litre water tank there is a water filler on
the drivers side at the rear & water hose with all
connections in the Camper, under the bed.
To fill up the Unleaded Petrol, there is a fuel filler door
on the drivers side at the rear. The driving key opens
the fuel door.
A 240 volt outlet for Caravan Park power is located on
the drivers side rear & extension lead in the Camper,
under the bed.

STORAGE
There is plenty of storage under the beds for a 40 litre esky (included in hire) and your
luggage along with storage for 2 x camp chairs, a beach umbrella & table between the
cargo barrier & front seats.
- We recommend to pack your belongings in soft bags for easy storage.

FIRE EXTINGUISHER
There is a fire extinguisher on the cab side of the cargo barrier - drivers side.

LIGHTS
LED lights feature around the Camper inside and an LED strip outside.
The lights will not activate unless the control panel switch is turned on.

INSTRUMENT PANEL

AROUND THE CAMPER

SPARE TYRE INSTRUCTIONS

